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Summaryy:
During the 2020 IRM study, the NYISO found une
expected volaatility when cchanging the “simulation yyear”
paramete
er within the GE
G MARS pro
ogram. It resulted in a largee change in th
he IRM when running thro
ough
the param
metric study. When
W
this be
ehavior was observed, NYISSO reviewed the unexpectted results with
the Installed Capacity Subcommitte
S
ee (ICS) and su
ubsequently ccontacted GEE to look into the issue. GEE
recommended holdingg the parametter constant in
i MARS untill there was m
more investigaation done on
n the
issue. GE then released
d a new MARS version with enhanced ““simulation year” softwaree options. On
ne of
those opttions allows th
he “simulatio
on year” to be
e updated whhile simultaneeously holdingg the startingg
weekday of the study (e.g.,
(
Mondayy, Tuesday, Wednesday)
W
c onstant. Prior to this enhaancement,
changing the starting weekday
w
of th
he study resulted in a channging load and intermitten
nt shape proffile.
After testing this functtionality, the NYISO confirm
med that it w
works as desiggned. Howeveer, volatility w
when
changing the simulatio
on year still re
emains, but itt is muted som
mewhat. The differing resu
ults most likeely
can be atttributed to th
he other facto
ors that vary when
w
the “sim
mulation yearr” changes, w
which were no
ot
addressed
d in the updatted version of
o MARS. Thesse include thee underlying p
profiles of generators and
transmission lines such
h as maintenaance, outagess and other d erates. Durin
ng this testingg, the isolated
d New
York syste
em was also evaluated
e
in an
a attempt to
o eliminate thhe compoundding effect of tthe external
systems experiencing
e
the
t same volaatility from th
he analysis.
Results:
When GE initially looke
ed into this isssue, they pro
oduced the foollowing graph showing the year‐over‐yyear
change when multiple functionalitie
es are turned
d off. Those fuunctionalities include: (1) N
No Forced ou
utages
in interfacces, (2) No fixxed or schedu
uled maintenaance, (3) no EEnergy limited
d 1 or 2 units,, (4) no therm
mal
derates, (5) fixed value
es for load mo
odifier units, (6) no units t hat depend o
on shapes, an
nd (7) fixed sin
ngle
values forr EOP data. With
W all of thesse turned off and the Masster Input Filee (MIF) simpliffied, changingg the
simulation
n year producced less Loss of Load Expectation (LOLEE) variability, but variability was not
eliminated.
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e results stay close to the LOLE
L
criteria of
o 0.1, these m
modificationss turn off too much
While the
1
functionality to be a fe
easible option
n. Thus, the NYISO
N
does n ot recommen
nd this approach.
Alternativvely, the NYISO examined holding the lo
oad and interrmittent shap
pes constant. Controlling th
he
d
start day, effectively co
ontrols the lo
oad and interm
mittent shapee inputs. Thro
ough this testting, we found
that changing the day of the week has
h an impactt on the resullting LOLE. W
We tested everry day of the week
for each 2019,
2
2020, and 2021 and saw the follo
owing variatioons.
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For exam
mple, the NYSRC
C IRM study relies upon much of this modeeling functionality to determiine the IRM,
including both
b
fixed and scheduled maintenance.
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ults with interrconnected syystem using the
t MARS funnctionality:
LOLE Resu

LOLE Results with Isolated New Yorrk System using the MARSS functionalityy:
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The results with an isolated New York System demonstrate that interconnection of the system with
external control areas does not really mitigate the impacts of the changing profiles. After seeing the
various results, it is clear that there are many moving parts in the MARS model affecting these results,
and the NYISO recommends adopting a change to minimize the impact.
Conclusions:
While there does not appear to be a way to completely eliminate the volatility that occurs when
changing the simulation year, there are a few options available to mitigate the level of volatility. First,
the ICS could choose a single simulation year until another option is available. Another option would be
holding the start day of the year constant while still changing the simulation year. Based on the testing
done, the NYISO recommends that the ICS hold the simulation year at 2019 to mitigate unexpected LOLE
variability in the 2021‐2022 IRM Study caused by this factor.
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